Terminal current interpolation for multirate time integration of hierarchical IC models 
Introduction
Multirate time-integration methods [3, 4, 5] appear to be attractive for initial value problems for DAEs with latency or multirate behaviour. Latency means that parts of the circuit are constant or slowly time-varying during a certain time interval, while multirate behaviour means that some variables are slowly time-varying compared to other variables. In both cases, it would be attractive to integrate these slow parts with a larger timestep than the other parts. This saves the computational workload while the accuracy is preserved. A nice property of multirate is that it does not use any linear structure, in contrast to MOR, but only a relaxation concept. If the coupling is sufficiently monitored and the partitioning is well chosen, multirate can be very efficient.
In this paper we will show how multirate time integration can be applied to hierarchical circuit models. Besides the classical interpolation variants, also some new implicit variants are discussed.
Hierarchical circuit models
Integrated Circuits can be modeled by a hierarchical system of differentialalgebraic equations [1, 2] :
Clearly this circuit model with global state vector x ∈ R d consists of N coupled subcircuit models. Each local state vector x (i) ∈ R di (voltages,currents) consists of a terminal (x (i) ) and an internal (x (i) ) part:
The matrices B (i) ∈ {0, 1} di×d , defined by
are used to select the proper partsx
This even allows for a hierarchical structure. Similarly, also the functions q (i) (charges,fluxes) and j (i) (currents,voltages) have a similar structure:
. We can rewrite (1) in a part consisting of the collected equations for the terminal unknowns (3) and a part consisting of the remaining equations for the internal unknowns (4):
Each subcircuit model can again be further decomposed in this manner.
Multirate transient analysis
For single-rate time integration all equations are discretised simultaneously by the same time step. If the time constants per subcircuits are quite different, it is attractive to perform multirate time integration. Then the fast subcircuits can be integrated on a local, fine, time-grid. Especially when the fast subcircuits are small in size, the additional costs for synchronisation and partitioning can be overcome and the overall multirate procedure becomes much more efficient than the single-rate time integration. An attractive multirate method is the Compound-Fast version [5, 6, 8] , which first integrates the whole system at the new coarse time gridpoint and after that re-integrates only the active part at the fine time-grid. We will denote the coarse and fine time gridpoints by {T n , 0 ≤ n ≤ N } and {t n−1,m , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, 0 ≤ m ≤ q n } with macro-steps H n := T n −T n−1 , and micro-steps h n,m := t n,m −t n,m−1 and multirate factors q n such that t n−1,0 = T n−1 , t n−1,qn = T n . For a partitioning in a latent (slow) and an active (fast) part,
Voltage interpolation A first approach is to integrate only the internal part of the active subcircuit at the fine time-grid. Then we get the following active circuit model forx
In practisex (A) will also behave latently, and in this case it is preferable to use voltage interpolation of the terminal voltagesx (A) . From the hierarchical linear solver in Pstar (the in-house analogue circuit simulator provided by NXP Semiconductors) [1] we know that (5) is solvable forx (A) . However, stability is now not automatically preserved from the original model. Furthermore the DAE-index can be larger than one, which typically leads to sawtooth-like shapes ofx (A) . Current interpolation A second approach is to integrate the complete active subcircuit (i.e. using q (A) rather thanq (A) , etc) at the fine time-grid. Then we get the following active circuit model for x
(6) This leads to a more stable situation including the conservation of Kirchhoff's Current Law at the terminals and preservation of the DAE-index. In this case it is preferable to interpolate the terminal currents
This can be done by adding i L→A as unknown or by calculating it explicitly. Direct interpolation of the terminal slow voltages x (L) is not attractive because i L→A could also depend on slow internalsx (L) . In Pstar for each subcircuit the corresponding terminal current
) is stored. Then the vector i L→A can be constructed for each multirate-partitioning.
Implicit interpolation
Interpolation of the currents i L→A causes solvability problems for the active part if the active subcircuits are not grounded (so one may have to ground the most latent coupled terminal unknown). Stability and the differential index are only preserved if all subcircuits are stable DAEs of index one. In general this property can not be assumed for a circuit simulator. An alternative could be a modified BDF multirate algorithm with implicit interpolation. In (7) we already introduced the terminal current i L→A from latent-to-active. We also introduce the terminal current i A→L from active-to-latent. Then one can also write the hierarchical circuit model of (6) like
Here i A→L and i L→A are the terminal currents that couple both subcircuits. If the vector i L→A is given it is possible to perform the refinement for x (A) . For the Slow-Fast multirate method i L→A is approximated at the coarse timegrid, based on x (L) . However, it is also possible to approximate i L→A by a different approach. Note that i L→A and i A→L are related by the Kirchhoff's Current LawB
Variant I Let us discretise (8i) by Euler Backward with step H n = t n−1,m − t n−1,0 , where
We assume that just one Newton step is needed to correct the prediction x
where
n−1,m is invertible if the latent part (8i) is solvable, which is a reasonable assumption. Hence
We do not want to compute J n−1,m by:
where a(t n−1,m ) =x n,0 . Hence, one can write:
Conclusions
We described a multirate method for hierarchical IC models. It is analysed and tested in [5, 7, 8] . For IC models with many slowly-varying unknowns it is possible to a achieve a good speed-up while the accuracy is maintained. We also proposed a new implicit type of interpolation that can solve some typical problems with solvability and stability for the active part. Variant I needs to evaluate all terminal equations for the slow models and solves all terminal currents, which leads to a second order system and can be expensive. But it can also be applied for fast terminal currents i L→A , i A→L . Variant II only needs to evaluate active elements but it still needs i A→L as additional unknown. Therefore it still can be applied for active i A→L . Variant III really reduces to a system for only the active part. It is only allowed if all terminal currents behave slowly. For the third variant it is clear that i L→A is replaced by a combination of current sources and resistors. In fact this is model reduction of the large latent part.
